
2/16/70 

Dic'c(only), 

The very intensity of work sometimes dims recollection of specifics, 

so I am not now certai wnat 1 h3d in mind in the writing to which you allude in your 

2/9, which didn't reach me until today , together with the At
er of that a.m., o' 

whcih you sent homard and Gary copies. 

1 cnn Rive you tai: specific answer: 1 do not and did not taink that 

trier  was 	extra snot fired at 3etnesda. 1-,s we try to account for want no 11 not 

been accounted for, it is necessary tn consider all possibilities, of which this is 

one. 7:hile people there were ca-able of arranging Forrestal's suicide, for without 

taeir collaboration it could not n ave been, that need nave require's'. but one nr two 

with guilty knrwledFe. Firinf 	shat, even with a Jilencer, inside a builr
-linF, where 

there were two (I tnink dedicated) secret f',, rvice men guarding tLo corpse . rid two 

'PI men wntchirr' +aPm, a=side fro-,1 +LP ossorted handlers 'r.1 functionaries, n?cessi- 

t14.E6 r ich +-- 	' cr-n-r4 roc7! to 11-ve,  been ris,ce. In 7-ner.:1, 1 tzin- 	Must 

tai" - in trr-1 

, -wn b - ief is not isuere 	cch.;piracy t d11 in wh_t is 

virtually i dinstingisas,ible from n conspiracy to nefuscate 	uup tined, uL; tacit 

it i not essenti: 1 t . .,qt --ley be connected, thodEn tue:7 racy well ,-?ve been. 

tut c ic not 	.stv lour coWecture i impoH!Able, or 

it and to rove be7,n done in Bethesda, or tact it haa to ro le been accomplished by 

a bullet only, so what is tae thing you tive in mindi Certaii.ly vie Lave no 8deouete 

explanation of any 	hose wounds or how inflicted, so why not '-nsider when? 

zone till 	iF"!tt to- brief. i. vet n -1 ,i1 ea rly 	the 	 n+ to 

nn.s7r 	all so 1 cf,n F,. =sts to work. 

Best, 



9 Feb 1970 

Dear Harold: 

A rather wild hypothesis rests behind this letter. Chiefly 

for that reason I would like you to treat this matter confidentially, 

at least until I get certain things straight in my mind. I don't 

want to disclose anything right now, but rather want to probe you 

concerning your unpublished opinion about the matter. 

It concerns the bullet entrance hole in the back/top of JFK's 

head. Tell me whether you think it possible that that hole was 

produced  after the corpse arrived at Bethesda. I.e., that the 

corpse vas deliberately wounded tiumar in that part of af the 

head so as to make it appear that JFK had been hit in the head 

from behind on Dealey Plaza. 

Your writing is clear regarding the rix2ixtxx discrepancies of 

the evidence pertaining to that wound-- that fact that -Parkland 

does and nurses did not see it, and that it was not discovered 

until the body pot to Bethesda. Other discrepancies, too. But 

never mind what you have written. In between the lines of your 

writing I detect the suspicion that there was no such hole. Is 

that what you believe? 

If you have unpublished evidence or opinion (firm or vague) 

about this, I would like to know it. Anything that lends support 

(or refutes) the notion that the corpse was shat in the back 

of the head after it left -Parkland. 

This is one of those things that I am - somewhat embarrasedd to 

mention because it seems so far out, and I would not like to 

pass the notion to anyone merely on the basis of the slight 

indication that I have. Wild as it is, it has been bugging me, 

and I would like to pursue it or to drop it-- whichever seems 

warranted. If my thoughts on x certain phenomena are correct, 

the matter is very important; if incorrect and pursued beyond 

what is warranted, then it could be a great embarrassment for 

us all. So for that reason I would like to be cautious and 

confidential. 

I am sending no carbons of this letter to anyone. 

Still, 


